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NEXFIN INTRODUCTION

ABSTRACT

Bitcoin appeared in the world to go beyond the limits of existing banks.

Even now, a lot of time has passed since then, the role of the blockchain in the foreign exchange transaction (FX) market is gradually
increasing. Any system created from the existing centralized control method is not as neutral and reliable as blockchain. The effort to
advance foreign exchange transaction through blockchain will continue.
Therefore, the combination of blockchain and foreign exchange transactions is inevitable. Foreign exchange transaction and coin
investment are complementary to each other. And at the same time, many people want more freedom to trade in the respective
markets.
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We have been searching for the most suitable blockchain platform
for many years and conceiving the best way to invest at the same
time. The NEX FIN we will show you is a product that will provide
more than 800 pairs of margin liquidity and applied advanced financial
transaction techniques.

NEXTGROUND LTD. (HK)

In order to create an environment suitable for the realization of the
ideal Crypto Eco system, we need a decentralized reward system
within the platform, which is for a professional and reliable trading
environment. The partners of the NEX platform located in major cities
around the world prove it.
We have realized a foreign exchange and crypto asset trading service
that gives the best satisfaction to users based on D App. And the fact
that you see this white paper means you are ready to experience the
next generation of trading platforms.
Online foreign exchange transaction available 24 hours a day will
surpass traditional FX in terms of expertise and optimization. The
rapid advancement of online technology and the development of
services are making the user experience better and better, and the
platform centered on the advancement of financial services and
market scalability will continue to progress.

This white paper shows that we are ready to realize our values and vision through NEX Token(nex-token.io.). You can check the vision
and value of this project at NEX Token (www.nex-token.io).
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MARKET ANALYSIS

There are 180 different kinds of official currencies in the world. The
foreign exchange (also called FX or forex) market is a global market for
exchanging currencies between countries.
Most international foreign exchange transactions and payments are made using US dollar, British sterling, Japanese yen, and European
euro. Other popular currency transaction instruments include Australian dollar, Swiss franc, Canadian dollar and New Zealand dollar.
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The daily trading volume of the official
global foreign exchange (FX) market
reached 6,600 billion dollars (about 7,400
trillion won) in April 2019.
It is an increase of more than 30%
compared to 5,100 billion dollars in daily
trading volume in April 2016.

NEXTGROUND LTD. (HK)

About 5% of total transactions in the foreign
exchange market involve governments and
multinational corporations for currency stability
and corporate risk management, and 95%
of transactions are for profit. The number of
market participants is increasing day by day,
aiming for capital gains coming from changes in
exchange rates, and swap transaction is at the
center of the increase in transaction volume. In
2019, FX swaps reached 3,200 billion dollars,
49% of total FX market volume, an increase of
34% compared to the previous 2016.

Foreign exchange market is the largest market in the world. It is equivalent to 500 times the
daily transaction volume compared to the stock market.
Illegal foreign exchange transaction volume is more than this. In December 2016, Chinese police caught about 2,7 billion dollars (about
3 trillion won) illegal foreign exchange transaction in Shanghai, and in 2014, France's largest bank BNP Paribas was fined 8,9 billion
dollars (about 9 trillion won) from the government for illegal foreign exchange transactions.
Foreign exchange market’s uncertainty is a major barrier facing foreign exchange investors. Various regulations and policies are
changing from time to time and global financial companies are alienating other investors with their own hegemony. The choices given to
individuals are limited. Foreign exchange transactions and investments that do not go through existing banks cause many problems.
In the United States about 26,000 people lost 460 million dollars due to foreign exchange fraud between 2001 and 2007.
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MARKET ANALYSIS

Growing Financial Services Market

In 1973, foreign exchange transaction in its current form began for
the first time. In 1971, President Richard Nixon gave up the dollar
value, which was fixed at $35 per ounce of gold. In the 1990s, the
foreign exchange market experienced a major change because of
the Internet. According to BrokerNotes, there are approximately
10,000,000 foreign exchange traders worldwide. There is no
market that can compare the foreign exchange transaction market.
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We need to keep an eye on the
cryptocurrency transaction market in terms
of growth trend and attention. Even if the
cryptocurrency market cannot replace
the foreign exchange market right now,
noteworthy indicators continue to appear.
Now, over 5,000 cryptocurrencies are traded
on exchanges around the world. Their total
market capitalization is estimated at 210
billion dollars.
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Binance, the world's largest cryptocurrency
exchange, reported an average daily
transaction volume of 2,8 billion dollars in
2019, and had over 15,000,000 users.
Nasdaq, the world's largest stock market,
has around 200 billion dollars of daily
transaction volumes. Cryptocurrency
transaction is by no means a small level. The
cryptocurrency market's transaction volume
reached 8,8 trillion dollars during the first
quarter of 2020.

Challenge to a New Market

The reason why the attempt to solve the chronic problem of the foreign exchange market with cryptocurrency attracts attention is that
the two markets can benefit from each other. Also, it is clear that an effort to trade both cryptocurrency and foreign exchange within
the same service will be a meaningful attempt.

*Source: www.bis.org/publ/qtrpdf/r_qt1912.pdf 丨 2020 June 24, 2020
finance.yahoo.com/news/top-10-cryptocurrencies-market 丨 July 01, 2020
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MARKET ANALYSIS

Challenges To be Solved

As the world becomes more and more interconnected, the number of transactions in which an individual makes a settlement by
converting his or her currency into the other's currency in transactions of companies and individuals in other countries increases. So,
transaction FX means buying and selling both currencies at the same time. Different countries' interest rates, taxes and laws apply
to one FX transaction. And profits can be realized by going through different countries' banks and intermediaries. In this process,
investors face many challenges.

Second, as foreign exchange
transactions are dominated by a handful
of dealer banks and brokers, financial
institutions do not provide enough
information to traders. Foreign exchange
transaction has many risks, and it is
done 24 hours a day. Traders want to
be provided with appropriate expertise,
timely information, and convenience
features to aid decision-making.

Third, financial institutions do not
provide sufficient convenience to
foreign exchange customers. For
most banks, foreign exchange
transaction is not their main
business. In addition, banks seek
to reduce their operating costs
by inflicting inconvenience on
customers.
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The reason people prefer foreign
exchange trading outside of the
existing systems is that there are so
many middlemen in existing foreign
exchange transaction. Because
of this, traders must pay high
commissions and transaction costs,
all of which become the return of
the intermediate banks.
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Problems

Some countries may even consider efforts to solve these problems as illegal. Foreign exchange traders have been chronically exposed
to the risk of illegality due to the inconsistency of systems between countries. Therefore, excessive fees incurred in foreign exchange
transactions, lack of support from institutional banks, and lack of transparency and reliability of investment remain as challenges for us
to solve.

Solution
Blockchain enables innovative services in the foreign exchange market based on proven stability and transaction reliability.

Recovery of trader’s right

Decentralized Forex transaction

User-oriented platform

The platform's decision-making and
transaction process is operated
centering around traders

Reduction of fees by excluding
large banks in foreign exchange
transactions

Supply of various information,
specialized techniques, and
products for traders

Low spreads and rewards for trading participants using the blockchain token model can provide vitality to the platform.
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NEX FIN INTRODUCTION

The Purpose of Development

In order to solve the problems in the FX market by combining coin transaction and foreign exchange investment, we have established
NEX FIN, a platform specializing in foreign exchange as the first ecosystem. Excessive spreads have worsened the profitability of
foreign exchange brokers. The transaction environment based-on reliability of NEX FIN can improve the transparency of the foreign
exchange market.
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Next Ground ( Hong Kong )

Next Ground is a financial company established in HongKong in 2018.
Company Name: Nextground,Ltd(HK)
Location: WingOnPlaza,62ModyRoadTsimShaTsu
iEast,Kowloon,HongKong

NEXTGROUND LTD. (HK)

Date of Establishment: March2018
Capital: 15Mil(US)

NEX FIN
NEX FIN was established with 100% investment by Next Ground and was created to enable anyone to participate in investment by
increasing productivity in the operation of the NEX FIN platform. NEX FIN is the first Forex futures company to adopt cryptocurrency
payment method as its main payment method. It is established in Saint Vincent & Grenadines and is subject to legal regulations of the
government. We are ready for investment and reliability through long-term preparation and verification.
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NEX FIN INTRODUCTION

The Goal of Development

NEXTGROUND LTD. (HK)
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The cryptocurrency payment method of the NEX FIN platform is revolutionizing the FX market. Cryptocurrency is not intended to
circumvent government laws and regulations but offers a more transparent payment method to numerous traders and investors.
There is no countermeasure against complaints arising from delays and rejection of payments made by many futures brokers, but the
payment method of cryptocurrency itself will give FX companies trust.

The goal of NEX FIN is to innovate the existing foreign transaction environment. NEX FIN is a platform developed based on powerful D
App 2.0 for decentralization, and it introduced a blockchain sharing system and incorporated transparent smart contract technology.
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NEX FIN INTRODUCTION

NEX FIN, Advanced Trading Platform

NEX FIN is a more advanced transaction platform. Trading between cryptocurrency assets and real assets is inevitable. NEX FIN has a
specialized support system for both financial institutions and individual traders. We have completed the preparation for transaction and
payment services with organizations in over 70 countries using our network built over many years.

NEX FIN Customer
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NEX FIN supports trading and investment in various assets for global customers.

NEXTGROUND LTD. (HK)

Cryptocurrency
exchange

Trader

Cryptocurrency
broker

FX Broker

Payment service
provider

Hedge fund
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NEX FIN INTRODUCTION

NEX FIN Service

NEX FIN innovates the FX transaction environment and introduces constantly additional services.

FX+CrytoTransaction
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Support for transaction and
assetization of 8 countries’foreign
exchanges and 12 cryptocurrencies

Optimized transaction environment

NEXTGROUND LTD. (HK)

Limited transaction environment

Environment support for convenience
and transaction stability such as trading
matching engine and trading room

Constrained trading flexibility and
difficulty of supporting digital assets
Hash-based system

Reliability of the transaction environment
Constrained trading flexibility and
difficulty of supporting digital assets

Legal and marketing advisory
support. Various specialized
transaction methods such as signal
trading

Various Refund
Lack of information & services
Manipulation and unsafe operation
undermine the reliability of the
investment

Partnership with offices of 5 countries
and organizations of 25 countries.
24-hour customer service in 7
languages

Lack of global support
It is difficult to expect profitsand it is
even more inconvenient to exchange
money
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N E X P L AT FO R M

www.nexfin.io (1st ECO SYSTEM of NEX TOKEN)

NEX FIN plays an integrated role as a next-generation platform for participants in the foreign exchange and cryptocurrency markets.
The NEX FIN platform will provide products and services for trading over 10 foreign exchanges and over 12 cryptocurrency assets. NEX
FIN's service consists of futures, margin trading, and copy trading that is only available with crypto assets, and investment products.
Forex traders, brokers, financial institutions, market research companies, etc. can access various digital assets through NEX FIN.
NEX FIN can reflect the needs of users to actively reflect market volatility in real time through multiple partners. It has completed
verification of the latest cryptocurrency transaction services, security and regulations.
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In addition, it is necessary to continuously reflect various latest trading techniques. What makes the NEX FIN platform even richer is the
trading and expertise of various participants. Through this, it can grow and share the profits of growth with the participants.
It has made a variety of systems to support participants and activate services.

Zero Commission Method of NEX FIN

NEXTGROUND LTD. (HK)

Fees generated through NEX FIN are given as rewards to participants. NEX
FIN user scan benefit from zero commission by using the rewards paid for
derivative transactions on NEX FIN.

Reward System of NEX FIN
NEX FIN provides rewards according to the contributions to activation as a
reward method. IB (introducing broker), Trader (self trader), Signal provider
(professional trader) etc. can contribute to NEX FIN in their own way.
Fees generated through NEX FIN are given as rewards to participants. NEX
FIN users can benefit from zero commission by using the rewards paid for
derivative transactions on NEX FIN.

Communication & Decision-making of NEX FIN
NEX FIN's operational foundation provides a democratic communication
process for reward and commission decisions. Each of them can use their
own tokens to participate in decision making. The usefulness of signal
trader’s information is determined by the vote of the participants, not the
foundation. Signal traders can receive double compensation by receiving
rewards with NEX FIN's tokens in addition to transaction fees for the
transaction signal information provided by them. This will increase the value
of the completed NEX tokens for all our investors and traders.
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NEX FIN ECONOMY

NEX Token becomes a catalyst to connect new services and participants.
Participants will contribute to the service and the service will function
for participants. And participants are rewarded according to their
contribution to the crypto economy.

NEX Token was issued to activate the cryptocurrency economy within the NEX FIN platform. Transaction of major cryptocurrencies
including Bitcoin and real currency is supported within the platform where the NEX Token is used. This is the fusion between traditional
market and emerging market. At the same time, NEX Token will support various functions within the platform.
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We provide crypto account All-In-One for NEX Token to facilitate the integration of fiat and cryptocurrency markets. It includes multiwallet, exchange hub, crypto accounts and synchronization strategies.

The biggest challenge

NEXTGROUND LTD. (HK)

NEX Token must solve is excessive brokerage fees for
foreign exchange transactions. From the trader's point
of view, trading spreads are a trading practice, but at
the same time it is a barrier. The reason large financial
institutions can trade tens of thousands to hundreds
of thousands of transactions a day is that they have a
monopoly to take advantage of spreads.

Participants of NEX FIN can also be free from spread barriers by participating in the Nex Token ecosystem. The NEX platform will
provide NEX Tokens as a reward to those who contribute to transactions and services in various ways.
This allows brokers, traders and signal providers to benefit from zero spreads. This will be the main purpose of NEX Token's reward
system for its participants..

In addition, NEX Token serves as a medium that simultaneously satisfies the somewhat contradictory values of anonymity and reliability
to the participants.
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NEX FIN ECONOMY

FX trading platform

Coin Name

NEXFIN

Ticker

NEX

Platform

ERC 2.0

Issuance amount

2,000,000,000 (2 billion) NEX

Contract address

0xa7be196d92629620154291e4b9
0c056517489904

NEXTGROUND LTD. (HK)

Classification
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NEX Token Coin

Homepage
NEX TokenOfficial Homepage https://nex-token.io
NEXFIN Official Homepage https://www.nexfin.io
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NEX FIN ECONOMY

Sale

50%

Reward

20%

Marketing

10%

Team & Advisor

10%

Foundation

Sale

Marketing

Foundation

Reward

Team & Advisor

Sum

Distribution

200 million

400 million

200 million

1 billion

200 million

2 billion

Ratio

10%

20%

10%

50%

10%

100%

NEXTGROUND LTD. (HK)

10%
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Token Allocation

NEX Token Holding Value
NEX Token will not only be used for all support
and activities of the platform and global network,
but will also be used as a payment method for
services.
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TEAM MEMBERS

Core Member

Jay Kim

Kazuhiko Nakayama

Robin Han

(CEO and Founder)

(CTO and co-founder)

(COO and Co Founder)

FX Trader (Wall Street) 20 years
experience Studied at Georgia Institute
of Technology.

Over 30 years of programmer
experience.

More than 20 years of IT
operation(experience in computing and
development).

Brokerage service from FXCM, Gain
capital.

Proficient in multiple computer
languages (C#, C, Java, HTML, CSS,
Object C, etc.).

Bitcoin mining farm investment
experience in Germany (Russia).

Meta-trader expert (dummy book
Japanese edition author).

NEXTGROUND LTD. (HK)
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The services of NEX FIN and the token economy of NEX Token will be operated by experts with professional competence. Please refer
to our main personnel.

Former CEO of Blockchain M+
Blockchain Consortium.
Planning and back-office work for the
development ofmultiple blockchain
platforms.

Blockchain Solution and platform
design.
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TEAM MEMBERS

Sechang JAMES Seo

Sakyun Hong

(CMO)

(CPA)

Studied at University of Colorado in
USA.

Graduated from Korea University,
Department of Economics.

Over 20 years of global business
marketing experience.

Former Samil Accounting Firm executive
director (18 years of experience).

Proficient in 3 languages (Japanese,
English, Korean).

Current partner of Lee Jeong
Accounting Firm.

NEXTGROUND LTD. (HK)
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Core Member

Advisor

Park Soo-yong

Go Deok-yoon

Sunny Kim

Hache Javi

(PH.D.)

(Technical Advisor)

(FX Trader, Analyst)

Board Member of
Cyberianmine.de
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ROAD MAP

Road map

Next Ground has been preparing a network with more than 70 organizations around the world through many years of technology
research. Next Ground will continue to plan to expand its derivative trading platform in order to continuously create a vision.

2019
October
Released the first white paper
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2021

February
Issued FOREX debit card

2020

January
Started the first private sale

February
Released NEX Wallet version v1
(IOS & Android)

March
Started the second private sale

NEXTGROUND LTD. (HK)

April
Developed the second NEX Wallet

July
Launched Crypto Margin Exchange

December
Completed development of
NEX Wallet version v3

November
Launched trading platform
(www.nexfin.io)

December
Listed on exchange for the first time
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LEGAL NOTICE

Legal Notice

This white paper was written to specifically explain the overall contents and progress of the project.

This white paper was not written for the purpose of soliciting investment, etc., it was written to only provide information. Even if those
who read this white paper suffer financial damages such as loss and debts by referring to this white paper, we are not liable for any
other related responsibilities, including compensation and indemnification.
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Since this white paper has been written and provided as of the date of writing, it does not guarantee that any content contained in it
will not be correct or changed until the future. The content contained in this white paper is only information based on judgment at the
present time, and the project team has no legal obligation to revise or amend it.
The project team does not represent or guarantee any matters contained in this white paper to anyone who reads it and is not
responsible for it. This white paper is not written for the target in countries and regions where distribution, posting, and use of it is
prohibited.
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This white paper is only used for this project and any part or all this document may not be distributed, reproduced, transmitted or
published to others for any purpose, without the prior written consent of the project team.
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nex-token.io
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